
PLEIN AIR 
SPA



"AMOR" RITUAL
Exclusive use of the private spa, everything accompanied by a
delicious buffet of fresh fruits, chocolate and a fresh bottle of

Spumante.
110 Min. € 209,00 per couple

 
 "PSYCHE" RITUAL

As Amor ritual but with an extra cuddle, a relaxing couple partial
massage.

 140 Min. € 279,00 per couple
For a more relaxing experience, choose a full couple massage

instead of a partial one.
170 Min. € 299,00 per couple

 
"VERDE VITTORIA" RITUAL

Exclusive use of the private spa, eveything accompanied by a buffet
with local products & olive oil and two glasses of red wine from the

Trentino region.
110 Min. € 239,00 per couple

PRIVATE SPA 

In a historical suggestive cave you will find a relaxing
Jacuzzi for two, an infrared sauna and a traditional 

turkish bath.



CANDLE MASSAGE
 

Relaxing massage performed with the oil of a scented candle will lead to
total body relaxation.

50 Min. € 90,00
 

COCOA BUTTER NURISHING MASSAGE *
 

A greedy and nutritious cuddle thanks to the principles of cocoa butter.
50 Min. € 90,00

 
PARTIAL MASSAGE *

 

Treatment aimed at loosening and relaxing an area of   your body of your
choice where more tensions accumulate.

25 Min. € 45,00
 

DECONTRACTING MASSAGE *
 

A deep massage that combines the manual technique with the use of
cups to detoxify, dissolve contractures and improve circulation. 

Ideal after physical activity.
50 Min. € 99,00               80 Min. € 120,00

 
ANTI CELLULITE DRAINING MASSAGE *

 

A sequence of slow and rhythmic movements that act against
imperfections, such as fluid retention, swelling and the sensation of

heaviness.
50 Min. € 99,00

RELAXING MASSAGE WITH WARM SWEET ALMOND OIL *
 

This oil is suitable for all skin types thanks to its elasticizing and calming properties
for a pure moment of relaxation.

50 Min. € 80,00

CANDLE LIGHT COUPLE MASSAGE
 

Relaxing couple massage performed with a scented candle; it all ends with a
tropical fruit drink and some sweets to be consumed in the comfort of your

room.
50 Min. € 190,00 per couple

MASSAGES

*This massage can be made at the same time in the couple cabin



AYURVEDA MASSAGE *
 

It purifies the body and mind by freeing them of all toxins. 
The use of synergies in combination with warm almond oil will allow

access to the most energetic and vibrational part of yourself.
80 Min. € 110,00

 

HOT STONE MASSAGE
 

The heat retained by the volcanic stones helps to dissolve the muscle
contractures that cause tension and small pains.

80 Min. € 110,00
 

FOOT REFLEX
 

Thanks to the stimulation of specific reflex points in the foot,
it goes to rebalance the total well-being of the whole body, helping to

reduce high levels of stress.
50 Min. € 80,00

 

VERDE  VITTORIA

BODY PEELING
 

This body peeling with olive oil and pink salt makes the skin more 
velvety and nourished thanks to its exfoliating action.

25 Min. € 45,00
 

BODY PACK WITH MUD
 

Mud with an enveloping texture with precious detoxifying and antioxidant properties
25 Min. € 45,00

 
MASSAGE WITH EVO OLIVE OIL 

 

Relaxing massage with a thousand properties given by evo olive oil for a vitalizing 
and softening effect.

50 Min. € 85,00
 

FULL PACKAGE 
 

(peeling - pack - massage) 
100 Min. € 150,00



EYE CONTOUR TREATMENT "NETRA"
 

Specific treatment for the eye area, an area often subject to the signs of
aging, with a plumping and nourishing effect.

20 Min. € 45,00

PITTA - SENSITIVE SKIN
 

Treatment that helps to soothe, relieve and refresh all sensitive and delicate
skin giving a moisturizing effect for 24 hours.

50 Min. € 80,00
 

TREATMENT FOR MAN
 

Man too carries the signs of aging and stress on his face; his skin deserves care
and pampering also because it is subject to irritation.

50 Min. € 90,00

      ANTI - AGE ROYAL 
 

Anti-aging treatment with a specific ritual for the eye contour. A specific cocktail
of vitamins and hyaluronic acid and a lifting massage performed on the face

with the use of purifying crystals to give a new light to the look.
80 Min. € 110,00

ANTI - AGE 
 

Treatment that reshapes the contours of the face, ensures deep hydration
and a restructuring action to the skin.

50 Min. € 90,00

FACIAL CLEANSING
 

Complete treatment for a regenerated appearance: the use of steam purifies
and cleans in depth; combined with wringing, the face will immediately be

brighter and fresher.
50 Min. € 80,00

 

LAKSHMI  FACIAL TREATMENT



LIGHTNESS RITUAL GAMATHI CRIO
 

Ritual that acts on the stimulating microcirculation,
restoring slender, toned and light legs.

It includes a mechanical peeling, an anti-fatigue massage with 
osmotic mud and a steam bath.

80 Min. € 120,00
 

SPORT RITUAL DEEP TISSUE 
 

It focuses on the well-being of the back, spinal column and cervical area 
using three techniques: muscle warm-up with a silk glove, decontracting

massage and steam bath.
80 Min. € 120,00

STEAM BATH "ROSA DEI VENTI"
 

A steam bath with a thousand benefits: purifies the body,
relaxes the muscles and eliminates toxins.

25 Min. € 45,00
 

BODY PEELING 
 

Light body peeling that through specific maneuvers,
activates the microcirculation for a hydrated and nourished skin.

25 Min. € 45,00
 

DETOX RITUAL GARSHAN DREN
 

Treatment able to improve the effect of orange peel.
It includes a mechanical peeling, a draining massage with osmotic mud which,

thanks to the laying in the steam bath acts deeply, giving a feeling of 
total well-being.
80 Min. € 120,00

LAKSHMI BODY TREATMENT



AESTHETIC
 HANDS AND FEET

Semi-permanent nail polish (with dry manicure)                                      € 45,00
Semi-permanent foot polish (with dry pedicure)                                      € 55,00
Semi-permanent nail polish removal                                                         € 15,00
Aesthetic manicure with transparent nail polish                                      € 35,00
Aesthetic pedicure with transparent nail polish                                       € 50,00
Curative pedicure                                                                                         € 55,00

WAX 

Half leg                                         € 22,00
Full leg                                          € 38,00
Arms                                             € 16,00
Back or chest                               € 27,00
Bikini                                             € 22,00
Small areas                                  € 5,00

SPA ETIQUETTE
 

In the room you will find the kit to access the spa with bathrobe, slippers and towel.
Swimsuit must be worn throughout the spa area.
The use of the indoor swimming pool and the humid area is reserved for adults.

Pool opening hours: every day from 10.00 a.m, to 8.00 p.m.
Humid area opening hours: every day from 3.00 p.m. to 8.00 p.m.

It is advisable to arrive 5 minutes before the start of the treatment.
Appointments not canceled 24 hours in advance will be charged at 50% (also
for treatments included in the stay).
If you are late, the treatment may take less time.
It is recommended to communicate any allergies or particular health
conditions.

TREATMENTS

POOL AND HUMID AREA


